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Summary
The modeling of porous bleed regions as boundary conditions in computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulations of supersonic inlet flows has been improved through a scaling of sonic flow coefficient data
for 90° bleed holes. The scaling removed the Mach number as a factor in computing the sonic flow
coefficient and allowed the data to be fitted with a quadratic equation, with the only factor being the ratio
of the plenum static pressure to the surface static pressure. The implementation of the bleed model into
the Wind-US CFD flow solver was simplified by no longer requiring the evaluation of the flow properties
at the boundary-layer edge. The quadratic equation can be extrapolated to allow the modeling of small
amounts of blowing, which can exist when recirculation of the bleed flow occurs within the bleed region.
The improved accuracy of the bleed model was demonstrated through CFD simulations of bleed regions
on a flat plate in supersonic flow with and without an impinging oblique shock. The bleed model
demonstrated good agreement with experimental data and three-dimensional CFD simulations of bleed
holes.
Nomenclature
A area
Ableed area of bleed hole openings
A region inlet surface area containing bleed holes
D diameter of the bleed hole
Y ratio of specific heats
L length of the bleed hole
M Mach number
(D bleed region porosity, (D= Ableed /A region
p pressure
pplenum/pa plenum static pressure ratio
pplenum/p tδ plenum total pressure ratio
Qsonic sonic flow coefficient
Qsonic-a surface sonic flow coefficient
P density
R gas constant
T temperature
v velocity component
W rate of flow
Wbleed rate of flow through the bleed region
Wsonic sonic rate of flow based on total conditions
Wsonic-a sonic rate of flow based on surface static conditions
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Subscripts
B	 property evaluated at the inlet surface (boundary)
S	 property evaluated at the boundary-layer edge
N	 normal
plenum	 property evaluated in the plenum
t	 total condition
Introduction
The aerodynamic design of inlets for supersonic flight has commonly included the use of porous
bleed regions to reduce the adverse effects of shock/boundary-layer interactions and to enhance the
stability of the shock system (Refs. 1 to 10). These bleed regions can consist of hundreds of small holes
through which a portion of the low-momentum flow of the inlet boundary layer is extracted. This feature
enhances the ability of the boundary layer to withstand the adverse pressure gradient and reduces the
likelihood of boundary layer separation (Refs. 4 to 6). The bleed system can also help to remove excess
flow to improve matching of flow rates between the inlet and engine (Refs. 9 and 10). This feature is
important for stabilizing normal shocks near the throat of the inlet. The bleed flow is extracted by suction
into a plenum and then either ducted for use by other aircraft systems or dumped overboard. While porous
bleed has benefits, it requires a more complex and heavier inlet and can increase drag (Ref. 1 to 3). The
effective use of porous bleed requires careful design of the location and flow rates for the bleed regions.
The methods of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have been applied to the aerodynamic analysis
of supersonic inlet flows containing bleed regions (Refs. 11 to 13). The small scale of the bleed holes
results in the typical approach of modeling the effects of porous bleed through the use of surface
boundary conditions. Various bleed boundary condition models have been reported by many researchers
(Refs. 14 to 22). These models follow the general approach of assuming the bleed region to be a
continuously porous surface. The solution points located within the bleed region are computed as
boundary conditions in which the local bleed rates and velocity components are computed. The individual
bleed holes are not identified nor are the details of the flow within the bleed holes computed. The models
attempt to capture the collective behavior of the bleed holes.
The bleed model of Mayer and Paynter (Ref. 17) stands out as representing the current state of porous
bleed modeling. This model was implemented within the Wind-US CFD code (Ref. 23). The inlet
analyses of Reference 13 illustrate the use of this bleed model for a supersonic inlet analysis. The model
allows the bleed rate to vary across the bleed region according to local conditions. This is important when
shockwaves are interacting with the bleed region. For example, behind the shockwave, the static pressures
are greater, which should result in a greater amount of bleed flow than ahead of the shock. The local bleed
rate is calculated by extracting flow properties from the flow field and using a table lookup of empirically
based sonic flow coefficients, Qsonic. The use of the Qsonic data for the bleed model requires the CFD code
to compute the Mach number, total pressure, and total temperature at the edge of the boundary layer.
However, it may be computationally complex and time-consuming to locate each grid point at the
boundary-layer edge, and can be especially difficult for unstructured-grid CFD codes. Furthermore, the
edge of the boundary layer may not be well defined, such as in the case of a shock/boundary-layer
interaction with extensive boundary-layer separation. Thus, a different approach for using the Qsonic data
is needed.
The current work improves on the Mayer-Paynter bleed model by introducing a scaling of the Qsonic
data for 90° bleed holes. The scaling is able to collapse the Qsonic data for various Mach numbers to a
trend that can then be fitted with a quadratic polynomial, which is only a function of the ratio of plenum
static pressure to the surface static pressure. The scaling eliminates the requirement to compute the flow
properties at the edge of the boundary layer. The curve fit also provides a rudimentary model for blowing
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within a bleed region, which can occur if there is recirculation within the bleed region in the presence of a
shock. The next section discusses the bleed modeling and the scaling of the Qsonic data. The improved
bleed model was implemented into the Wind-US CFD code.
The improved bleed model was demonstrated for flows over bleed regions on flat plates with and
without shocks for which experimental data was available for comparison. The bleed model was also
compared to three-dimensional CFD simulations of the flow through the bleed holes and plenum. Such
simulations can provide details on the bleed flow useful for improving the bleed models. These
simulations include a single bleed hole in uniform flow and a series of bleed holes interacting with an
oblique shock.
Improved Porous Bleed Boundary Condition Model
The porous bleed boundary condition is imposed for surface grid points located within the bleed
region. The model assumes the region is continuously porous, and so, the flow through individual holes is
not resolved nor are individual holes recognized. The cross-sectional area of the bleed holes Ableed is
represented by the porosity ĭ in the form of
Ableed = Φ Aregion	 (1)
where A region is the surface area of the bleed region. The ability of the bleed holes to extract bleed flow is
represented by the sonic flow coefficient Qsonic. The bleed flow rate is calculated in the form of
Wbleed = Qsonic Wsonic	 (2)
The W is the flow rate given in the general form of
( RTt 
1/2	
−1
−(Y+1)2 (Y −1)
W = ȡAv = p t AM) (
1 + Y
21
M 2
J
	(3)
The Wsonic is a reference flow rate defined as
Y 
)1/2( 
Y + 1 1−(Y+1)I2(Y−1)Wsonic =Φ Aregion p t
 R Tt	 2 J (4)
The Wsonic is calculated by assuming isentropic conditions through the bleed holes with sonic flow (M = 1)
within the bleed holes.
The bleed boundary condition requires Qsonic to be evaluated. The approach of Mayer and Paynter
(Ref. 11) was to use a table lookup of empirical data. The data table was specific for a given bleed hole
configuration (hole angle, diameter (D), and length (L)). The data for 90° holes was based on data used by
Syberg and Hickox (Ref. 2) for holes with a hole length-to-diameter ratio, L/D = 3. The values of Qsonic
were for various Mach numbers from 0 to 1.9. At each Mach number, the Qsonic varied with respect to the
ratio between the plenum static pressure and the total pressure of the inlet flow at the edge of the
approaching boundary layer, pplenum/ptδ. The total pressure and total temperature at the edge of the
boundary layer above the bleed region were used in Equation (4).
Other data sets exist for Qsonic that could be used for the bleed boundary condition. McLafferty and
Ranard (Ref. 24) provided some of the earliest data. Willis, Davis, and Hingst (Ref. 25) provided a more
recent and excellent data set. These data sets assumed the bleed region to be continuously porous and
defined Qsonic
 
using Equation (2) with Wbleed measured and Wsonic computed using Equation (4). The total
pressure and total temperature of Equation (4) were measured at the edge of the boundary layer
approaching the bleed region.
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Willis, Davis, and Hingst (Ref. 25) illustrated the characteristics of Qsonic and formed the basis of data
scaling for an improved bleed model. The experiments of Willis, Davis, and Hingst measured bleed flow
through a series of flat plates, each containing a porous bleed region. The plates varied by hole angle, hole
length, and hole entry shape. Here we consider plate C 1 with circular bleed holes at an angle of 90° to
the plate surface. The bleed region contained 6 rows, containing 12 bleed holes in each row over a
streamwise distance of 2.75 in. and a width of 7.0 in. The holes had diameter of D = 0.25 in. and L/D =
1.0. The porosity was (D = 19.1 percent. The plates were mounted flush onto one side of the test section of
the 1- by 1-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel at the NASA Glenn Research Center. The boundary layer over
the plate was the naturally occurring boundary layer on the sides of the wind tunnel. Fences at the sides of
the bleed region isolated the bleed region from the tunnel wall boundary layers. The flow conditions and
boundary-layer profile approaching the bleed region were measured with a translating pitot probe and
wall static-pressure taps at a reference location 3.225 in. ahead of the bleed region. The bleed plenum was
attached to the outside of the wind tunnel with ducting to an altitude exhaust. A mass flow plug was used
to establish the bleed flow rate, which was measured using a calibrated nozzle. The experiment also
examined the boundary layer downstream of the bleed region (Ref. 26). The uncertainty of the
experimental data was reported as 0.007 psi for static pressures, 0.045 psi for total pressures, and
2.4 percent for values of Qsonic.
Figure 1 shows the Qsonic data collected for plate C1 at approach flow Mach numbers 1.27, 1.58, 1.98,
and 2.46. The abscissa of the data is the plenum total pressure ratio, which is the ratio of the plenum static
pressure to the total pressure at the edge of the approaching boundary layer (pplenum/prδ). For each Mach
number, the Qsonic and the bleed flow Wbleed increase as the plenum total pressure ratio is reduced. At some
ratio, the bleed holes choke, and a maximum bleed rate is achieved. Figure 1 illustrates the decrease in
Qsonic as the Mach number increases. This decrease reflects the increased losses and difficulty in bleeding
the flow as the Mach number increases. The change in Qsonic with increased Mach number is greater
between Mach 1.27 and 1.58 than between Mach numbers 1.98 and 2.46.
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Within a CFD code, the bleed boundary condition is imposed on the surface solution points located
within the bleed regions at the boundaries of the flow domain. At each solution point, Equations (2) and
(4) are evaluated. The A region for Equation (4) is the cell surface area about the boundary solution point AB.
In the previous bleed model, the CFD code would evaluate the Mach number, total pressure, and total
temperature at the edge of the boundary layer to look up the value of Qsonic for Equation (2) using
Figure 1, and would also provide the total pressure and temperature for Equation (4). The bleed through
the boundary cell area Wbleed was calculated using Equation (2). The normal component of the velocity
was then evaluated as
Wbleed
vN =
PB AB
	 (5)
Thus, the effect of bleed at a surface solution point is imposed through the normal component of the
surface velocity as calculated by Equation (5). A tangential component of velocity may be significant, but
is not modeled (Ref. 27). Furthermore, for certain bleed rates, the bleed can impose a roughness onto the
flow that may be important for turbulence quantities of the turbulence models (Ref. 16). Both these
factors are topics of future research to enhance the bleed model.
The bleed model described above has some drawbacks for CFD simulations. First, locating the
boundary-layer edge above a surface solution point in the bleed region may be a complex task for the CFD
code. One approach is to estimate the boundary layer thickness and determine the grid point at that distance
from the surface. For structured grids, one can indicate the number of grid points from the wall and follow a
grid line from the boundary point out into the flow field. For unstructured grids, a search algorithm would be
needed because grid points do not follow a structured order away from the wall. A second concern is that
the edge of the boundary layer may not be well defined. Bleed is often desirable in regions of shock/
boundary-layer interactions, but these flow fields may contain regions of separated flows and distorted flow
in a range of Mach numbers. Defining a boundary-layer edge may not be possible for such flow fields.
This concept raises the question as to whether surface conditions near the bleed holes can be used to
characterize the bleed data, rather than referencing the data to the conditions of the approaching boundary
layer. A new scaling of the bleed data attempts to characterize the bleed data with respect to surface
conditions. The new scaling is similar to that proposed by Davis (Ref. 28, unpublished); however, the
new scaling is not based on a curve fit of the data and removes the Mach number at the edge of the
boundary layer as a factor. The new scaling considers an alternative reference flow for the sonic flow
coefficient of the form
1/2	 1(Y+1)/2(Y−1)
Wsonic-B = 	
Y
Aregion PB 
TR	 ( 
Y + 1
2B	 (6)
The total conditions are replaced with the static pressure and temperature at the inlet surface local to the
bleed hole. The subscript B denotes the surface or boundary value. The static pressure and temperature are
both easily obtained in a CFD flow field.
The surface sonic flow coefficient can be defined as
Wbleed
	
Wbleed r Wsonic 1Qsonic-B =
	
=I\	 JWsonic-B 	 Wsonic Wsonic-B 	 (7)
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The quantity in the parenthesis of Equation (7) can be evaluated using Equations (4) and (6) with the result of
12
pt S
 TBQsonic-B = Qsnioc
( pB Tt S  	 (8)
The assumptions can be made that
Y (Y −1)p t S
 
_
1 + Y − 1 M2	 1/2
pB
 —	 S
	
B2  and Tt S 
1	 (9)
The second assumption of Equation (9) could be modified to account for recovery for an adiabatic wall
temperature (Ref. 29), which will be the topic of future research efforts.
The scaling can be performed through the operations
Qsonic-B = Qsonic
( pB
pt S 
 (10)
and
pplenum pplenum p t S
= 	  	 
	
pB 	 t δ  pB  	 (11)
Figure 2 shows the effect of the scaling the sonic flow coefficient data presented in Figure 1. The scaled
data collapse along a trend such that the surface sonic flow coefficient only varies with respect to the
static plenum pressure ratio (pplenum/pB). The Mach number at the boundary-layer edge has been removed
as a factor. The bleed flow for the new bleed model can be calculated as
	
Wbleed = Qsonic-B Wsonic-B 	 (12)
Both terms of the right-hand side of Equation (12) are evaluated from the plenum static pressure ratio.
The plenum static pressure is either specified or computed based on other conditions, such as those
discussed in Reference 22 for a bleed plenum with a fixed-area plenum exit.
Curve Fit of the Scaled Data
A quadratic curve was fitted to the scaled data of Figure 2. The quadratic equation is
2
 mnl
	
mn	 Pplenu leuQsonic- B =−0.59361420 
pp	
+ 0.03069346  + 0.59799735
	
 pB  pB  	 (13)
Figure 2 indicates that at a static pressure ratio of approximately 1.03, the bleed flow is zero. The
plenum pressure is slightly higher than the surface static pressure. This fact may indicate a dynamic or
ram effect of the flow into the bleed holes, even at 90°. As the static pressure ratio approaches zero, the
surface sonic flow coefficient approaches 0.6, which reflects the loss incurred in turning the flow into the
bleed hole.
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Figure 3 shows the application of the scaling to sonic flow coefficient data sets used in References 2
and 17. There is greater variation in the scaled values than shown in Figure 2, but the curve fit of
Equation (13) does well in characterizing the data. The exception is the data for Mach 1.0 where the curve
fit indicates lower values for the surface sonic flow coefficient. Note that the minimum Mach number of
Figure 1 upon which the curve fit was generated was Mach 1.27. The comparisons of Figure 3 suggest
that the curve fit may not work well for characterizing bleed rates below Mach 1.27. Given that most of
the flow in supersonic inlets is above Mach 1.27, the curve fit should provide a good characterization of
the bleed flow in supersonic inlets.
An additional benefit of the scaling of the sonic flow coefficient as expressed in Equation (13) is that
it provides a rudimentary model for blowing in a bleed hole. When the static pressure ratio is greater than
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1.03, the value of the surface sonic flow coefficient is negative, which by Equation (2) will result in a
negative bleed flow or blowing. While large amounts of blowing are not intended in the design of a
supersonic inlet, it is possible to experience recirculation within a bleed region. Recirculation can occur
when a shockwave is interacting with the bleed region, and the total bleed flow for the bleed region is
small. The high pressures downstream of the shock cause pressurization of the bleed plenum, which
forces the bleed plenum to blow flow out the bleed holes upstream of the shock where the local pressures
are lower.
CFD Simulation of Bleed Flows
Several CFD simulations of flow fields with porous bleed illustrate the features of bleed flows and
demonstrate, verify, and validate the improvements in the bleed modeling of 90° bleed holes. The
simulations of this report used the Wind-US CFD code (Ref. 23). Wind-US solves the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations for turbulent, compressible flows using a cell-vertex, finite-volume, time-
marching approach. The cell-face fluxes are computed using a second-order, Roe flux difference-splitting,
upwind-biased formulation. Steady flows are solved in a time-dependent manner using a first-order, Euler
implicit method with local time stepping. The simulations were performed using multiblock, structured
grids, and the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) and/or the two-equation Menter shear stress transport
(SST) turbulence model.
Porous Bleed on a Flat Plate in Uniform Supersonic Flow
This bleed flow involved uniform supersonic flow over a flat plate containing a porous bleed region.
This flow was studied in wind tunnel tests conducted by Willis, Davis, and Hingst at the NASA Glenn
Research Center in the early 1990s (Refs. 25 and 26). The primary objective of the wind tunnel study was
to examine the effect of bleed hole geometry parameters on the bleed rates (Ref. 25) and the downstream
boundary layer (Ref. 26). This wind tunnel study provided the data in Figure 1. For the present work,
CFD simulations were performed for a two-dimensional flow domain using the bleed boundary condition.
The objective was to verify that accurate bleed rates could be obtained from the CFD methods. Hamad
and Li studied bleed flow using CFD methods with a three-dimensional flow domain that included the
bleed holes and plenum (Ref. 30).
The CFD-simulated bleed plate C1 is described in the Improved Porous Bleed Boundary Condition
Model section. The CFD simulations were performed at Mach numbers 1.27, 1.58, 1.98, and 2.46.
Figure 4 shows the computational flow domain used for the two-dimensional CFD simulations. The
inflow boundary was located at x = 0.0 in. and was specified with fixed-flow properties for a supersonic
inflow. The inflow properties were generated by separate CFD simulations of a flat plate that generated a
boundary layer matching the properties of the approach boundary layer at the reference location. The
approaching Mach number, total pressure, and total temperature were computed at the edge of the
approaching boundary layer. The plate and bleed region were at the bottom of the flow domain. The bleed
region extended from x = 4.0 to 6.75 in. and is shown with momentum vectors indicating the bleed flow.
The bleed boundary condition was used within the bleed region and adiabatic, no-slip boundary
conditions were used on the rest of the plate. The top of the flow domain was the center plane of the
tunnel, and an inviscid boundary condition was applied. The right boundary of the flow domain was a
supersonic outflow boundary, and first-order extrapolation was used for the boundary condition.
A single-block, structured H-grid was used for the flow domain. A grid convergence study
determined the appropriate grid spacing required to resolve the grid-independent bleed flow rate. Three
grids were generated that had streamwise grid spacing within the bleed region of 0.8D, 0.4D, and 0.2D,
creating a coarse, medium, and fine grid, respectively. The wall spacing at the adiabatic, no-slip boundary
was specified at a nondimensional wall spacing of y+ = 4 at Mach 1.27 to y+ = 2 for Mach 2.46. The
spacing at the inflow, outflow, and top boundaries matched those of the streamwise spacing within the
bleed region. A hyperbolic tangent method was used to distribute the grid points in each direction. An
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algebraic method was used to generate the two-dimensional interior grid. The resulting grid sizes were 53
by 61, 89 by 115, and 193 by 203. CFD simulations were performed for the three levels of grid at the four
Mach numbers and for a plenum static pressure of 2.0 psi. Table I shows the results for the sonic flow
coefficient for the three grids for the Mach 1.27 simulations. The medium grid with a resolution of 0.4D
seemed to provide adequate resolution of the bleed flow rate. This grid was used for the remaining CFD
simulations. The initial flow field for the simulations was the freestream conditions with the inflow
conditions interpolated from the boundary-layer solution. Iterative convergence was examined by
monitoring the bleed flow rate.
TABLE I.—GRID CONVERGENCE FOR MACH 1.27
FLOW OVER A POROUS BLEED REGION
As, in. ǻs/D Grid size Qsonic | Qsonic |,
percent
0.2 0.8 53 by 61 0.1757 5.13
0.1 0.4 89 by 115 0.1700 1.67
0.05 0.2 193 by 203 0.1672 -----
Figure 4 shows the typical flow field; the flow field is for the Mach 1.27 simulation, with the bleed
flow at its maximum rate. The bleed flow across the bleed region was fairly uniform, indicated by arrows
representing the bleed flow momentum vectors. The bleed caused a localized expansion and acceleration
of the flow at the start of the bleed as the core flow was turned into the bleed region. For the Mach 1.27
approach flow, Mach number reached a peak of MS = 1.42 at the start of the bleed region with values of
MS = 1.38 over the aft two-thirds of the bleed region. At the end of the bleed region, the flow turned back
parallel to the wall, and a weak shock was formed, reducing the Mach number back to MS = 1.27. The
expansion and shockwaves reflected off the top boundary of the flow domain, but this did not affect the
bleed flow.
The variations of Qsonic with the plenum total pressure ratio (pplenum/prδ ) are shown in Figure 5 for the
four Mach numbers. The error bars for the experimental uncertainty in the measurement of Qsonic are
plotted. Overall, the simulations did well in matching the data. The solid symbols denote the CFD results
using the old bleed model as presented in Reference 22. The open symbols show the results for the new
bleed model that used the curve fit for the surface sonic flow coefficient of Equation (13). Some distinct
improvements can be seen from using the new bleed model.
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The new model provides a smoother variation of the bleed rates as the sonic flow coefficient
approaches zero, and the total pressure ratios for zero sonic flow coefficients show an improved match
with the experimental data. Much of this improvement is due to the smooth variation of Equation (13) as
the sonic flow coefficient approaches zero. The old bleed model used a table lookup of the sonic flow
coefficient that exhibited discontinuous behavior as the sonic flow coefficient approached zero. This
behavior is most noticeable in the plot of data of the old model for Mach 1.58.
As the total pressure ratio decreases and the sonic flow coefficients approach their maximum value,
the results of the old and new bleed models are similar for Mach numbers of 1.58, 1.98, and 2.46. At
Mach 1.27, the new model shows an improvement in matching the maximum sonic flow coefficient than
for the old model. In Reference 22 it was proposed that the old model was looking at the edge of the
boundary layer and observing a higher Mach number (Mach 1.38 to 1.42) because of the expansion above
the bleed region. The higher Mach number would result in the table lookup indicating a lower Qsonic. The
new boundary condition no longer looks at the edge of the boundary layer, but rather the local conditions
and is able to yield the Qsonic values closer to the data.
Bleed Flow Through a Single Bleed Hole in Uniform Supersonic Flow
The bleed flow through a single bleed hole in uniform supersonic flow was studied in wind tunnel tests
conducted by Bodner, et al. at the NASA Glenn Research Center in the mid 1990s (Refs. 31 and 32). For the
present work, CFD simulations included the bleed hole and plenum into the CFD simulation flow domain.
Such CFD simulations have yielded significant information on the detailed shock structures and flow
physics within bleed holes (Refs. 21, 27, 33, and 36). Such information can provide significant insights for
developing bleed models. The CFD simulations provide a verification of the bleed model.
The CFD simulations involved a single 90° bleed hole with a diameter D = 0.236 in. and length of
L = 2D. The hole was located in a disk mounted flush with the bottom of the test section of the 15- by
15-cm wind tunnel at the NASA Glenn Research Center. The boundary layer over the plate was the
naturally occurring boundary layer on the bottom surface of the wind tunnel. The flow conditions and
boundary layer profile approaching the bleed region were measured with a translating pitot probe and
wall static pressure ports. The reference station for the approach flow was located 2.46 in. ahead of the
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center of the bleed hole. The bleed plenum was attached to the outside of the wind tunnel with ducting to
a vacuum exhaust. The plenum was cylindrical with an inside diameter of 2.874 in. and an axial length of
3.50 in. The axis of the plenum was parallel to the axis of the bleed hole. A vacuum chamber established
the bleed flow rate, which was measured using a calibrated nozzle. The uncertainty of the experimental
data was reported as ±1.5 percent for total pressures, and ±1 percent for values of Qsonic.
The CFD simulations were performed at a Mach number of 2.46. Figure 6 shows the side view and
front view of the computational flow domain. The bleed hole and plenum are located below the tunnel,
shown at the bottom of Figure 6. Geometric and flow symmetry were assumed and allowed only half of
the tunnel, bleed hole, and plenum to be simulated. A reflection boundary condition was used on the
symmetry plane. The bottom and side of the tunnel were specified with adiabatic, no-slip boundary
conditions. The top of the tunnel was specified as an inviscid wall to require less grid points to resolve the
boundary layer, which was assumed not to influence the flow through the bleed hole. The inflow
boundary was positioned an axial distance of 38.46 in. ahead of the center axis of the hole. This position
provides a turbulent boundary layer at the reference location that matched the reference boundary-layer
profile and edge conditions of the experiment. The conditions at the boundary-layer edge were a Mach
number of 2.46, total pressure of 25.0 psia, and a Reynolds number of 5.15× 10 6/ft. The boundary-layer
thickness was 0.5079 in. The outflow boundary was positioned 5.0 in. downstream of the center axis of
the bleed hole, and a first-order extrapolation boundary condition was used for the supersonic outflow.
The plenum was modeled as a cylinder with a converging-diverging nozzle directed downward for the
outflow for the plenum. The exit for the plenum nozzle was located 6.472 in. below the bottom wall of the
tunnel, and a subsonic outflow boundary condition was imposed, with a specified static pressure. The
bleed flow reached very low speeds within the plenum, and the intent of the nozzle was to create a smooth
exit for the bleed flow from the plenum. The walls of the plenum and bleed hole were specified as
adiabatic, no-slip boundary conditions.
A structured grid with 12 blocks was generated for the flow domain. The grids across the blocks
abutted and matched contiguously. The bleed hole consisted on a single cylindrical grid block with a
singular axis down the center of the hole. Similarly, the bleed plenum and nozzle consisted of cylindrical
grid blocks with singular axes. Figure 7 shows the grid on the bottom of the tunnel about the bleed hole.
Cylindrical grids about the hole match up to H-grids for the tunnel. The grids are clustered at the no-slip
walls. Initial solutions for the tunnel boundary layer indicated that a wall spacing of 2.4× 10 –4 in. provided
a nondimensional wall spacing of y+ ≈ 1.0. The grid distribution was determined using a hyperbolic
tangent method with end spacings specified. The number of grid points along an edge was selected such
that the maximum grid stretching was less than 15 percent. Within the bleed hole, the maximum spacing
was limited to 0.005 in. (0.02D), which set the level of maximum resolution of the flow within the bleed
hole. This grid established the highest resolution of the flow field for the grid convergence study (fine
grid). The resulting grid contained 678 375 grid points within the bleed hole. The entire grid contained
over 6.66 million grid points, with over half of the grid points located within 3 diameters of the bleed hole
and within the plenum.
The CFD flow solution was initialized with Mach 2.46 flow within the tunnel and very low speed
(Mach 0.01) flow within the bleed hole and plenum, with a static pressure equal to the tunnel static
pressure. An inviscid boundary condition was imposed at the plenum nozzle exit to initially not allow any
bleed flow. This created the zero-bleed solution. Flows with bleed were then simulated by imposing the
subsonic outflow boundary condition at the plenum nozzle outflow and specifying reduced values of
static pressure to draw out the plenum flow. Subsequently lower values of exit static pressure yielded a
sequence of solutions with greater bleed flow until the maximum bleed flow was obtained with essentially
a vacuum within the plenum.
At each solution point, the iterative convergence was examined by monitoring the amount of bleed
flow and the plenum static pressure. The bleed flow was measured within the plenum nozzle where the
flow was entirely directed toward the exit without recirculation, which ensured an accurate evaluation of
the mass flow. The plenum pressure was obtained by mass averaging the static pressure on a horizontal
plane near the start of the nozzle.
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The grid convergence was examined by solving the flow field on three grids of subsequent
coarseness. The Wind-US code allows grid sequencing that allows the solution to be computed on coarser
grids obtained by skipping a number of grid points. The grid sensitivity study can be conducted without
having to generate coarser grids. The medium grid was obtained by skipping every other grid point. The
coarse grid was obtained by skipping three grid points. This method can also be used to accelerate
convergence by starting the initial solution on the coarse grid. Table II lists the results on the coarse
(0.08D), medium (0.04D), and fine (0.02D) grids for both the S-A and Menter SST turbulence models.
The simulations were performed with the bleed rate approximately 75 percent of its maximum value. The
bleed rates showed little variation between the medium and fine grids, shown in Figure 8, which plots the
data of Table II. The value of Qsonic from the experiment is also plotted.
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TABLE II.—GRID CONVERGENCE FOR A SINGLE BLEED
HOLE ON A FLAT PLATE
Turbulence model As/D Hole grid size Qsonic | Qsonic |,
percent
0.08 12 by 51 by 19 0.0273 5.52
S-A 0.04 23 by 101 by 38 0.0290 0.05
0.02 45 by 201 by 75 0.0289 ----
0.08 12 by 51 by 19 0.0256 8.07
SST 0.04 23 by 101 by 38 0.0278 0.00
0.02 45 by 201 by 75 0.0278 ----
The simulations with the S-A and SST turbulence models are essentially the same with both
indicating Qsonic values approximately 25 percent higher than the experimental data. However, it was
discovered that the approach Mach number for these simulations was only 2.38 rather than 2.46. The
inflow conditions were subsequently changed to obtain the correct inflow Mach number of 2.46 for the
remaining simulations. Further simulations could be conducted using the medium grid with a resolution
of 0.04D
 using the Menter SST turbulence model. Figure 8 shows the result of simulation D, which was
conducted on the medium grid with the Menter SST turbulence model.
Figure 9 shows the Mach number contours of the flow within the bleed hole at the symmetry plane at
the maximum flow rate. Figure 10 shows the Mach contours at cross-sectional planes through the bleed
hole. Shih, et al. (Ref. 33) provided the first description of the flow within such a bleed hole. The flow
approaching the hole is turned into the hole, and this causes an expansion that increases the Mach number
above the forward portion of the hole. A shear layer forms from the leading edge of the hole into the hole.
The flow impacts the back wall of the hole and forms a two-segment “barrier” shock. One segment is
formed by the flow turning at the back wall into the hole, and the other is formed by the portion of the
flow being turned as it avoids being drawn into the hole. If the turning angle is great enough, then both
segments are detached, forming a small subsonic region. The barrier shock helps turn the flow not
captured by the bleed hole back to the static pressure and flow direction of the plate. The flow that enters
the hole encounters a fluidic contraction and expansion to form a supersonic jet along the rear surface of
the hole. The jet can penetrate supersonically into the plenum several bleed-hole diameters. The flow
separates at the forward portion of the hole, forming a region of separated flow. If the hole is long
enough, reattachment may occur within the hole. For this flow, the plenum is large enough that the jet
eventually dissipates and the flow circulates throughout the plenum at a low speed.
Figure 11 shows the variation of the sonic flow coefficient. Uncertainties in the experimental data are
not large enough to show on the symbols of Figure 11. The results of the CFD simulations matched well
with the data; the data strongly suggests that CFD simulations can be used to obtain Qsonic data for bleed
configurations or flow conditions for which experimental data is not available. The plotted curve fit of
Equation (13) compared well to the data and CFD simulation. The curve fit was based on experiments
with multiple rows of bleed holes. Data suggested that a test or CFD simulation with a single bleed hole
can be used to obtain Qsonic data. Bodner (Refs. 31 and 32) also noted that the single-hole data compared
well to the multiple-hole data of Willis, Davis, and Hingst (Ref. 25) and suggested that perhaps the hole
interactions were not significant for that data set for 90° bleed holes.
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Interaction of an Oblique Shock With a Porous Bleed Region on a Flat Plate
This bleed flow involved the interaction of an oblique shock with a porous bleed region on a flat plate
and was studied in wind tunnel tests conducted by Willis, Davis, and Hingst at the NASA Glenn Research
Center in the mid-1990s (Ref. 34). The wind tunnel study continued the tests of References 25 and 26, but
added a plate to generate the oblique shock. For the present work, CFD simulations included a two-
dimensional flow domain using the bleed boundary condition and a three-dimensional flow domain in
which the flow through the bleed holes and plenum were included in the flow domain. The objective was
to evaluate the ability of CFD methods to simulate bleed in an adverse pressure gradient with the
possibility of recirculation within the bleed region. This flow was simulated by previous researchers
(Refs. 21, 35, and 36).
For these tests, a total of 8 rows were opened on plate C1, which extended the bleed region a
streamwise distance of 3.75 in. The reference station for the approach flow was located 3.225 in. ahead of
the start of the bleed region. Based on an inviscid flow analysis, the shock generator was oriented at an 8°
incidence to the approach flow and positioned such that oblique shock impinged at the midpoint of the
bleed region. The interaction imposed a significant adverse pressure gradient over the bleed region.
Without bleed, the turbulent boundary layer contained a small separation zone about the shock
impingement point.
The CFD simulations were performed at a Mach number 2.46. The computational flow domain used
for the two-dimensional CFD simulations is shown in Figure 12. The inflow boundary at x = –15.0 in.
was specified with fixed-flow properties for a supersonic inflow. The inflow properties were generated by
separate CFD simulations of a flat plate that generated a boundary layer that matched the properties of the
approach boundary layer at the reference location reported from the wind tunnel tests. This required a flat
plate of length of 95.0 in. The Mach number at the inflow of the flat plate was 2.50. The boundary-layer
edge conditions at the reference location were a Mach number of 2.46, total pressure of 25.0 psia, and a
Reynolds number of 5.52× 10 6/ft. The boundary-layer thickness was 1.04 in. The plate and bleed region
are at the bottom of the flow domain. The bleed region extends from x = 0.0 to 3.75 in. and is shown with
momentum vectors indicating the bleed. The bleed momentum vectors are greater downstream of the
shock impingement location because of higher pressures. The bleed boundary condition was used within
the bleed region, while adiabatic, no-slip boundary conditions were used on the rest of the plate. The top
boundary included the shock generator and was specified with an inviscid boundary condition. The right
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boundary of the flow domain is a supersonic outflow boundary, and first-order extrapolation was used for
the boundary condition.
The flow domain for the three-dimensional CFD simulations used an extrusion of the two-
dimensional flow domain with the addition of eight bleed holes and the plenum. Figure 13 shows a view
of the three-dimensional flow domain near the bleed holes. Geometric and flow symmetry was assumed
to allow reflection boundaries at the midplanes of the holes. The flow domain for the two-dimensional
simulations was extruded between adjacent hole centers to provide the depth in the z-direction between
symmetry planes. The plenum was established arbitrarily to be large so as not to be an influence on the
bleed rate. The shape of the plenum is similar to that shown in Figure 6 for the single-hole simulation.
The bleed plenum is rectangular and extends from x = –8.13 to 10.0 in. The bottom of the plenum is
located at y = –16.25 in. Attached to the bottom of the plenum is a converging nozzle block with its exit
exhausting the plenum flow vertically downward. The exit is at y = –30.0 in. A subsonic outflow
boundary condition was applied at the plenum outflow, and the static pressure was specified. The bleed
flow reaches very low speeds within the plenum, and the intent of the nozzle is to create a smooth exit for
the bleed flow from the plenum. The walls of the plenum and bleed hole were specified as adiabatic,
no-slip boundary conditions.
The grid for the two-dimensional flow domain consisted of a single, structured grid block with an
H-grid. Wall spacing was set to achieve values y+ = 4.0 for the first grid point off the wall. A grid
convergence study was performed to determine the grid spacing for which the bleed rate approached
convergence. The results are shown in Table III. The Menter SST turbulence model was used for the
simulations. The conclusion was that the streamwise spacing of 0.4D was sufficient; however, the grid
with streamwise spacing of 0.2D was used to generate the sonic flow coefficients presented below. At the
top surface of the domain, the wall spacing was set at 0.02 in. A hyperbolic tangent method was used to
distribute grid points. In the vertical direction, 275 grid points were used and the maximum stretching
between grid points was 3.4 percent, which occurred at the wall. In the streamwise direction, 369 grid
points were distributed almost uniformly. The bleed region contained 75 grid points with grid spacing of
0.05 in., which was 0.20D .
TABLE III.—GRID CONVERGENCE FOR AN OBLIQUE SHOCK
INTERACTING WITH A BLEED REGION ON A FLAT PLATE
As,
in.
As/D Hole grid size Qsonic | Qsonic |,
percent
0.2 0.8 99 by 91 0.04657 3.93
0.1 0.4 185 by 161 0.04530 1.09
0.05 0.2 369 by 275 0.04478 0.07
0.025 0.1 739 by 501 0.04481 -----
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The grid for the three-dimensional simulations used the two-dimensional grid for the core flow of the
tunnel containing the oblique shock. The two-dimensional grid was extruded in the z-direction of the
three-dimensional domain. The information obtained for the single-hole simulation in the previous section
was used to set the maximum grid spacing within the holes of 0.04D. This required a grid block to be
embedded on top of the bleed region and below the bleed region. The outline of the embedded blocks can
be seen in Figure 13.
Figure 13 shows the Mach number contours in the vicinity of the bleed holes when the bleed flow rate
is at its maximum. The flow is left to right with the oblique shock coming in from the left. The reflected
shock and barrier shocks can be seen. The supersonic jets emanate from the bleed holes and extend into
the plenum.
The variations of Qsonic with respect to the plenum total pressure ratio for the experimental data and
for the various CFD simulations are shown in Figure 14. The uncertainty of the experimental data was
reported as 0.007 psi for static pressures, 0.045 psi for total pressures, and 2.4 percent for values of Qsonic.
The error bars for Qsonic are shown in Figure 14, but those of the plenum total pressure ratio do not
distinguish themselves from the plotting symbol. The plot labeled “Old BC” are the results presented in
an earlier paper (Ref. 22) that used conditions at the edge of the boundary layer and performed a table
lookup to obtain values of Qsonic. As reported in the earlier paper, it was suggested that the old bleed
boundary condition was not capable of indicating blowing from the bleed region. This resulted in
erroneous values of plenum total pressure ratio between 0.12 and 0.16. Behind the shock impingement,
the flow static pressure was high enough to cause bleeding. Ahead of the impingement, the local surface
static pressure was less than the plenum static pressure, and the bleed holes should have exhibited
blowing to set up recirculation within the bleed region. Such recirculation was observed in the wind
tunnel experiment, even for plenum total pressure ratios as low as Qsonic = 0.0342. The new bleed
boundary condition uses the local surface static pressure and allows blowing through the use of the curve
fit of Equation (13). Figure 14 shows the results of using the new bleed boundary condition for the two-
dimensional CFD simulation. The recirculation was simulated and the comparison with the experimental
data is improved as Qsonic approached zero. Figure 15 illustrates the recirculation within the bleed region
for the two-dimensional simulation with zero net bleed. A small separation region is shown with blowing
ahead of the shock impingement and bleeding aft of the shock impingement.
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The Qsonic variations for the three-dimensional simulations are also plotted in Figure 14. The results
for the two-dimensional simulation using the new bleed boundary condition compare well with those of
the three-dimensional simulation. This is encouraging and provides some verification of the improved
bleed model. The fact that both the two-dimensional and three-dimensional CFD simulations indicate
lower values of Qsonic than the data suggest that perhaps factors such as turbulence modeling are the cause
of the differences with the data.
Recirculation was also observed in the three-dimensional simulation at zero net bleed flow. Figure 16
shows the eight bleed holes with the momentum vectors drawn at the top of the holes along the symmetry
planes. The first three holes show blowing, while the remaining five show bleeding.
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Conclusion
An improved bleed model was presented that used a scaling of the sonic flow coefficient data for 90°
holes that allowed the local bleed flow to be computed based on the static pressure ratio across the bleed
hole. A quadratic curve fit of the scaled data simplified the implementation of the bleed boundary
condition into the Wind-US CFD code. Applying the bleed model in the simulation of bleed flows and
three-dimensional simulations of the bleed holes with and without shocks resulted in several conclusions.
• The curve fit for the scaled sonic flow coefficient provided for a smooth variation of the sonic
flow coefficient as the bleed flow approached net zero bleed.
• The curve fit provided for a rudimentary blowing condition that allowed simulation of
recirculation within the bleed region.
• The three-dimensional CFD simulations of the flow within the bleed holes and plenum can
provide sonic flow coefficient data for certain bleed configurations and flow conditions for which
experimental data is not available. It may be possible to obtain the data with a single bleed hole, if
hole interactions are not significant.
• The CFD simulations of a series of bleed holes interacting with an oblique shock demonstrated
recirculation and good comparison to experimental data. These simulations are perhaps the first
CFD simulations showing such interaction.
Further work is needed on developing bleed models for supersonic inlets. Future research needs to
address the following questions:
• Can such scaling be applied to data for hole angles less than 90°?
• What effect do other bleed factors such as L/D, D/8, or hole spacing have on the bleed flow, and
how can such factors be modeled?
• What is the role of the tangential velocity component in modeling bleed flows? Is this related to
the bleed roughness effect? How should such features be modeled?
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